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Physics
1. The capacity of a parallel plate capacitor increases

with the (a) the curent through PQ is not zero

6) the potential at S is less than that at Q

(c)4=2A

(d) =3 A

(6) increase of its distance
(d) None of these

(a) decrease of its area

() increase of its area

2. Four capacitors are connected as shown in the figure
below. The equivalent eapacitance between the points
P and Q is

5. Seven identical cells each of emf E and internal
resistance r are connected as shown in the figure
below. The potential difference between A and B is1uF

QPo-

1uF1uF

1uF

(a) 4 uF

92 (b) E(a) 7E
(c) 6E ) zero

6. In the network shown in the figure below, the points
A, B and C are at same potential. The potential

zdifference between A and D is 40 V. The potential
t difference between A

and O is

3. In the circuit shown in the figure below, the ammeter
A, assumed to have negligible resistance, reads 0.1A.
The value ofR is

12V
www.

Cwww
20 2

ww-ww
50 30 2 r A B wwtwww...D(b) 8 (c)1162 (d) 202a) 62

4. For the resistance network shown in the figure below,
the correct option is

222S20
(c) 30 V (d) 20 V(a) 10V (6) 15V

7, The intensity of magnetic field due to current I in a
long straight wire is proportional to

12 12S
N

42
T42

(a)

()(c)
12V
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15. A car moves ata speed of 36 km/h on a level road. The

coofficiont of friction between the car tyres and the

road is 0.8. The car negotiates a curve of radius R. If

g=10 ms, the car willskid (or slip)while negotiating

8. Two thin metallie wires lie on X and Y-nxes and both
carry the same curront as shown in the figure bolow
AB and CD aro the two lines making angles 45° with
the axes and the origin of axes is O. Tho magnotic fiold
will be zero the curve, if the value of R is

(a) 20 m

(c) 12 m

(b) 14 m
(d) 50 m

G. 16. A projectile thrown at an angle of 30° with the

horizontal has a range R\ and attains a maximum
height h. Another projectile thrown with the same

speed, at an angle of 30° with the vertical has a range

and attains a maximum height ha, then
(e) A =R,h =ha

(c)R =A,h2=3h

:n i0(b) R, =2R,h,=h
G(d) R2 #3R,.h=32(a) on the line AB

(b) on the line CD

(C) only on part OB of the line AB

(d) only on part OC of the line CD

17. The moment of inertia of a uniform horizontal solid

cylinder of mass M about an axis passing through its
edge and perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder,
when its length is 6 times its radius R, is9. A moving electric charge produces

(a) electric and magnetic fields
(b) only the electric field

(c) only the magnetic field
(d) None of the above

(b)
39MR2

4
(a)

49MR2

(C)36MR
11

(o)3MA2
2

10. An a-particle moving with velocity

5x10 i m/ s enters in a magnetic field 3i +2j tesla.
The force experienced by the particle is
(a)2.3x1013 iN

(c)5.2x1012RN

18. Two springs of force constants kh and kz are stretched
by the same force. The ratio of potential energies
stored in them is

(b) 3.2 x1013 RN

(d) 2.5x10-13 jN
(a) kh b) kaK

11. A current-carrying. short coil behaves like a short 19. Apoliceman fires a bullet of mass 50 g with a speed of
magnet. If the area of the coil is A and magnetic
moment is M, the current in the coil is

200 m/s, in a wooden piece of thickness 2.0 cm. The
bullet leaves the wooden piece with only 10% of its

s3 initial kinetic energy. By how much percentage has
the speed of the bullet been reduced?
(a) 74.2%
() 90%

(c) MA (d) AM u:ar tE
(b) 40%
(d) 68.4%12. The area of a coil is A. The coil is placed in a magnetic

field. The magnetic field changes from B, to 4B, in
time t. The induced emf in the coil will be is

3AB

20. Two bodies of masses m and 4 m are placed at a
distancer. The gravitational potential at a point on
the line joining them, where the gravitational field is
zero, is

(a) 4AB(b)

(a) zero (6)-4Gm
At

(C-OG (d)-Gmn13. A transformer is used to glow a 140 W-240 V bulb at
240 V AC. If current in the primary coil is 0.7 A, then
the efficiency of the transformer is 21. The radius of the Earth is R and g is the acceleration

due to gravity on its surface. What should be the
angular speed of the Earth so that bodies lying on the
equator may appear weightless?

(a) 16.7% (b) 50% (c) 83.3% (d) 25%

14. The dimension of -

Ho Eo
where symbols have their

2g(a)usual meanings, are
(a) [L2 T]

(c)L T

VA
(6)[LT'] 21

(c). (d)2
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22. A rubber (eraser) 3 cmx I cmx 8 cm is clamped at one

end with 8 cmedgevertical.A horizontal force of2.4N
is applied at the free end (the top face). If the shear
modulus of the rubber is 16x10° Nm2, then the
horizontal displacement of the top face
will be

28. A piece of metal and a piece of wood are kept at a
temperature of45 °C. On touching the two with hand,
(a) the two will appear equaly hot
(b) the piece of wood will appear hotter than the piece of metal
(c) the piece of metal will appear hotter than the piece of wood
(d) the distinction in hotness of two pieces will not be possible

(a) 1 mm
(C)3 mm

(b) 2 mm
(d) 4 mm

29. If the temperature of a hot body is increased by 50,
then the amount of radiation emitted by it increases
approximately by23. Water rises up in a glass capillary upto a height of 9

cm, while mercury falls down by 3.4 cm in the same
capillary. Assume the angles of contact for
water-glass and mercury-glass are 0° and 135°,
respectively. The ratio of surface tensions of mercury
and water is (Take,cos 135° = -0.71)
(a)8.1:1
(c) 7.2 1 ed O) 3.6:1

(a) 400%
(c) 250%

(b) 2259%

(d) 500%

30. A body of mass 1 kg is executing simple harmonic

motion given by y=60cos 100t+ cm, wheret is in

second. What is the maximum kinetic energy?
(d) 8.9 1 (a) 18J

(c) 36 J
(b) 9J
(d) None of these24. There are only 5 molecules per cubic cm on average in

a region of space,where the temperature is 3 K What31. A simple pendulum is oscillating in a lift. If the lift
will be the pressure of such fluid gas? (Take, -starts moving upwardswith uniform acceleration, the
Boltzmann constant, k= 138x 10 J /K) period
a) 7.0x1012 N/
(c)1.0x105N/

(b) 1.5x 101 N/?
(d) 2.070x10- N/

(a) will remain unaffected
(b) will be shorter
(c) will be longer
(d) may be shorter or longer depending on the magnitude of

acceleration

25. An insulated box containing a diatomic gas of molar
mass M is moving with a velocity v. The box is
suddenly
temperature is (where, R is the gas constant)

Mv2

2R

stopped. The resulting change in
32. A car, sounding a horn of frequency 1000 Hz, is

moving directly towards a huge wall at a speed of 15
m/s. If the speed of sound is
340 m/s, then the frequency of echo heard by the
driver is

My2

3A
M2(c)

5R
(d)

5R
(a) 1046 Hz

c) 1092 Hz

(6) 954 Hz

(d) 908 Hz
26. An ideal gas is taken through the cycle

AB> CA, as shown in the figure below. If the
net heat supplied to the gas is 5 J, then the work done
by the gas in the process CA is

33. Light follows wave nature because
(a) light travels in a straight line
(b) light exhibits the phenomena of reflection and refraction

light exhibits the phenomenon of interference
(d) light causes the phenomenon of photoelectric effect

34. In a Young's double slit experiment, the spacing
between the two slits is 0.1 mm. Ifthe screen is kept at
a distance of 1.0 m from the slit and the wavelength of
light is 5000 A, then the fringe width will be

V(m)

5

(a) 1.0 cm
(c) 0.5 cmn

p{N/m) - (b) 1.5 cm
(d) 2.0 cm

(a)-5 J
(c)-15 J

(b)-10 J

(d)-20 J 35. A real, inverted and equal in size image is formed by

27. The vollume ofagas is reduced adiabatically toofits
(a) a concave mirror
(c) a plane mirror

(6) a convex mirror

(d) None of these

volume at 27 °C. Ify=14, then the new temperature 36. Ifthe refracting angle of a
prism is 60" and minimum

will be
(a) 300x(2°4 K

(c) 300x(44 K

(b)300x(4)4 K

(d) 300x(2)K

deviation is 30°, then the angle of incidence will be

(a) 30
(c) 60

(b) 45
(d) 90°
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37. The spectrum formed by an ordinary tubelight is a /an 10Q
5 Vo W -o0V

(a) line spectrum
(b) continuous spectrum
(c) absorption spectrum
(d) band spectrum (d)A

480

38. The photoelectric effect proves that
(a) light travels in the form of quanta
(b) light travels in the form of transverse waves
(c)velocityof light is intinite

(d) None of the above

46. If a magnet of pole strength m is divided into four

parts such that the length and width of each small

part is half that of initial one, then the pole strongth of

each part will be

m ()(a)

39. The magnifying power ofa simple microscope is (when
final image is formed at D=25 cm from eye) m 19 (d) 4m

(b) 14
47. The North pole of Earth's magnet is near the

geographical
(a) South
(c) West:ISf

1

(c)1 D (d) 1-
b) East
(d) North40. A monochromatic light of frequency v is incident on

emitter having threshold frequency vo. The kinetic 48. A pendulum bob of mass 30.7 x 10 kg and carrying a

charge 2x10° C is at rest in a horizontal uniform

electric field of 20000 V/m. The tension in the thread

of this pendulum is (Take, g =9.8 m/s*)

(6)4x10 N

energy of ejected electron will be
(b) hv-vo)
(d) h(v+Vo)

(a) hv
c) hv

41. Which of the following is conserved in Bohr model of (a) 3x10 N

an atom? (c)5x10N (d) 6x10 N

(a) Angular momentum
(c) Torque

(6) Angular velocity
(d) All of these 49. If the electric flux entering and leaving an enclosed

surface respectively are o1 and o2, then the electric

charge inside the surface will be
(a)(,+2)o ()(0-)o (o)(0+)/eo () -2)/

50. As shown in the figure below, if a capacitor C is

charged by connecting it with resistance R, then

42. Which of the following wavelengths falls in Xray
region?
(a) 10000 AA

(c) 1A

(b) 1000 A

(d) 10 A

43. The most suitable element for nuclear fission is the energy given by the battery will be
element with atomic number near
(a) 11

(c)

(b) 21

(d) 9252

44. The bonding in germanium crystal (semiconductor) is

(b) ionic ww(a) metallic v
(c) van der Waals' type (d) covalent

(acv (b) morethancV2
45. A junction diode has a resistar-e of 252 when

forward biased and25002 when reversed biased. The

current in the diode for the arrangement as shown in

the figure below will be

(o) less than cv2 (d) zero
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Chemistry
51. Which of the following statements are correct?

1.0.90g butane diol gives 224 mL H2 at STP when
reacts with Na.

2. Optically active 2-iodobutane reacts with Nal to form

56. In the reaction ,

NH2

NaNOHCX
IOJ CuCN/KCNN

Y}+N2racemic mixture.
0-5°C

3. 2-methyl butane is optically active.
4. CH shows 7-isomer, T CH3

(a) 2,3
(C) 1,2

(b) 2,4
(d) 1,3

the product [Y] is
COOH

T52. The correct order of octan number is
(a) cycloalkanes <alkenes < alkanesaromatlc hydrocarbons
(b) alkenes < alkanes < aromatic hydrocarbons < cycloalkanes
(c) alkanes < aromatic hydrocarbons < cycloalkanes < alkenes
(d) alkanes < alkenes < cycloalkanes < aromatic hydrocarbons CH3

53. Consider the following reaction: p)H
L C=CH 1. NaNHE

2. CH,CH8r
HgsoH,SO4

)HOH CN CH3
The product (Y) is

(O(a) C=CCHCH

CHa

C-CHz-CHz CH3
57. In the reactionn

CHNH, +CHCl +KOH [X]+ KCl +H,O-CH2-CCH2Ct 274 the compound (X) is r

(a)CH,NC (6)CH NH-CHa(d) Both (b) and (c)

(c) CH-C=N (d)CH-N=¢54. Consider the following statements:
1. Toluene may be oxidised to benzaldehyde by the use

ofCrOCl2
2. Nitration ofbenzene is electrophilic addition reaction.
3. The function of anhydrous AlCl, in Friedel-Craft

reaction is to absorb water.
4. Nitration of benzene is carried out by. a mixture of

conc. HNO, and conc. H,SO4.

The wrong statements are

58. The strongest acid amongst the following compounds is
(a) CH,COOH

(c) CH,CH,CH(CI)COOH

(6)HCOOH

(d) CICH,CH,CH,COOH

59. Which one of the following carboxylic acids
decarboxylate easily?

COOH CH2COOH

(a) 1 and 2
(c) 1 and 3

(6) 2 and 3
(d) 3 and 4

COOH55, The correct order of basicity of amines in water is
la) (CH)N > (CH)NH > CH,NH,
(6) CH,NH, > (CH)2NH > (CH%)NN

) (CH)NH> (CH%)gN> CH,NH2

) (CH,)N >CH,NH (CH,),NH

OgN NO2

(O) (d) n-CaH,COOH

NO2
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60. Phenacetin is an example of 70. The lattice point perunit cell in the figure

(a) antibiotic
(c) antipyretic

(b) antimalarlal

(d) antiseptic

61. Glycerol is added to soap. What is its function?
(a) As a filler

(b) To increase latherin9
(c) To prevent rapld drying
(d) Acts as an antiseptic

is

(a) 14 () (c) 4

62. Which ofthe following is nota condensation polymer?
(c) Dacron 71. The radius of sodium atom is,1857 x10 cm. If

sodium crystal is a body centred, then the edge length
of unit cell is

(a) Nylon 6, 6 (b) Nylon-6 (d) Buna-S

63. Which of the following rubbers is not a polydiene?
(b) 4.29A
(d) None of these

(a) Polyisoprene
(b) Polychloroprene
(c) Thiokol rubber
(d) Nitrile rubber

(a) 3.81 A

() 2.37 A

72. Select the correct option

64. The synthesis of each molecule of glucose in
photosynthesis involves

(a) 1 Bq=3.7 C
(c)1 C= 37 rd (d)

(b) 1 C 3.7 Bq

1 rd= MBq

73. In nuclear transmutation(a) 6 molecules of ATP

(6) 8 molecules of ATP

() 10 molecules of ATP

(d) 18 molecules of ATP

0(A,),N3
A and B are respectively
(a) pa (b) a,p (c) p (d) d,p

65. DNA and RNA are chiral molecules due to the
presence of 74. A metal halide has molar concentration of 0.000011

mol/L in saturated state. Ifits Ksp =39.5x100, then
the halide is

(a) chiral base
(b) phosphate-ester unit
(c) D-sugar component
(d) L-sugar component

(a) MaXa (b) MX (o) MX (d) M
75. In a 100 mL of buffer solution of acetic acid and

sodium acetate, both are 0.1 mol. In this buffer, 10 ml
of 0.01 mole of HCl is added. The pH of the buffer
a) will be increased by 1

(b) will be decreased by 1

(c) first increases and then decreases
(d) no change

66. A particle of mass nearly equal to proton is moving8
with a velocity nearly equal to the velocity of light.
The wavelength of wave associated with it is
(a) inversely proportional to its velocity
(b) inversely proportional to its energy
)(a) is wrong while (6) is correct
(d) Both (a) and (b) are correct 76. Consider the following reaction:

67. An atom has an electron in fifth orbit, in s-orbital,
with anticlockwise spin. Its magnetie quantum
number is

hot Cao(s)+ CO, (8) CaCO,(s)

The reaction is spontaneous at low temperaturee
because(a) 5

(b) 0
(c) Both (a) and (b) are wrong
(d) Both (a) and (b) are correct

(a) AH is negative
AG is negative

(b) AH is negative
AG is negative

(c) AH is positive
AG is positive

(d) AH is positive
AG is negative

AS is positive

AS is negative

68. If 0.05g of urea is dissolved in 5g of water, then
(a) its molarity will be greater than molality
(b) its molality will be greater than molarity

()molarity and molality willbe same
(d) its normality will be 50/60

AS is negative

AS is positive

69. 100 mL brandy contains 40 mL ethanol. The mole
fraction of water is

77. The heat of neutralisation of hydrogen cyanide (HCN
is-2.9 kcal mol". This shows that heat o
dissociation of HCN is

(a)

(c) 0.26
(6) 0.667
(d) 0.425

(a)+137 kcal mol

(c) 13.7 kcal mol
(b)+10.8kcal mol

(d)- 13.7 Rkcal mol

0.6
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78. Graph plottod between log t1a versus

log concentration (a) is a straight lino. Whnt
conclusiorn can you draw from the graplh?

87. Which of the following indicntes the correct variationin olotronogativities?
(o)F> N <0> C

(o)F< N <0« C
(b)F> N >0> C
(d)F> N >0< C

88. In tho isoelectronic Bpocic8, the ionic radil of Nd,0
und P aro rospoctlvoly given by

log ti2 (a) 1.36, 1.40, 1.71

(o) 1.71, 1.40, 1.36
(b) 1.36, 1.71, 1.40
(C) 1.71, 1.36, 1.10

89. Pink colour of non-stoichiomotric LiCl is due toog concentratlon (a)
(a) CI lon in tho lattlce
(o) olectrons In tho lattico

(d) Both tho ions in the lattice

(b) Li" lon in the lattice
n = order of reaction
(a)n-2,ya 1

(b) n=1, up
Xxa

a693(c)n=1y2
90. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer

using the codes given below:(d) None of these
k

List List I1

79. Half-life period for a first order reaction is 10 minutes.
How much time is required to change tlhe
concentration of the reactants 0.08 M to 0.01 M?

(A) Hydrolith 31. KCNS

2. Al,SOAls:18H,O

3. BaSOZnS

(B) Rhodamine
(a) 20 min

() 40 min

(b) 30 min
(d) 50 min CHair salt

D) Lithopone 4. CaH2
80. The weight of Cu deposited, when 2 Faraday of

electricity is passed will be
Codes

ABC D ABC D
(b) 23.85 gg

(d) 125.67 9

(a) 31.75g a) 1 34 2 (b) 4 12 3 I
(c) 4 2 1 3c)63.5 g

(d) 1 4 2 3

81. Calculate the standard free energy change for the
reaction

91. Excess of acidic solution of KI to mixed with 25 ml
H,02. Liberated lh requires 20 mL of 0.3 N Na,s,0,
solution. The volume strength ofH,0, is
(a) 1.344 volume
(c) 1.5 volume

2Ag+2H* H2+2Ag"
E° for Ag +e"- Ag is 0.80 V. (b) 2.688 volume

(d) 2.5 volume(a)+308.8kJ
(c) 308.8 kJ

(b)+ 154.4kJ
(d)-154.5kJ 92. Match List-I with IList-I and select the correct answer

82. Which of the following processes is responsible for the
digestion of fats in the intestines?

using the codes given below:

List List
(a) Electroosmosis
(c) Electrophoresis

(b) Demulsification

d) Emulsification
(A) Electronic configuration of

americium.
(B) BM ofSm3,La3,Gd3 2. [Rn]5t7s

Corrosive
Sublimate

83. The nitride ion in lithium nitride is composed of
(a) 7 protons + 7 electrons
c)7 protons + 10 electrons (d) 10 protons + 10 electrons

(6) 10 protons + 7 electrons
(TICI, Amphoteric white solid

3. 5900 7.94

84. Fusion mixture is 4. TiO
Hg,Cl, aqua-regia

(a) KcO +Na,cO
(c)NaCO+ KNO

(b) KHSO+ NaHSO
(d) KHSO +NaS04

Compound used in antiseptic and
dressing skin

85. Corundum is l:(a.
(a)SrO
() CaCl2

(b) AlO3
(d) CuCl2

86. Mercury is the only metal which is liquid at 0°C. This

A BC D A BC D

(a) 1 2 3 4

) 2 4 1 3

(b) 1 4 2 3

(d) 2 3 4 1

93. Which of the following statements are wrong
1. Zn(OH),ZnCrO.Ho has yellow colour.

2. KCrO+ HO, gives KCrO^
3. Mn04, Mn0, and Mn0, are amphoteric in nature.

4. Nichrome contains 25% Ni.

is due to
(a) very high ionisation energy and weak metalic bond
(6) low ionisation potential
(c) high atomic weight
(a) high vapour presure

(a) 1,2, 4 (b) 1,3,4 (c)1,3 (d) 1,4
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94. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer 98.
using the codes given below: Dil. HNO3

Hydrated
light groen

salt

Yellow
Solution

Brown
solidLIst- LIst-ll

1. Reppo synthesis(A) HCICda, Cl .78 g salt+
ocldic BaCl2 solution

(8) Etheneuu, CH,CHO 2. Fenton reagent
2.33 g white ppt.

FesO(C)AlcoholHOH-0Adehyde
. Deacon process

What are A, B, C, D?

(o)Fo,(SO,aFoCl, BasO,.Fe,0,
(b) FeSO7H,0, Fe(NOga) BaSO, Fe,O
(c) CoSO, 4H,0,CoCl,BasO,.Co,O
(d) PbsO,PbCl2,FeC.Pb03

(D) Alkyne Benzene
Complex

4. Wacker process

Codes
A B C D

(a) 34 2 1

(c) 2 1 3 4

AB C D

(b) 3 1 2 4
(d) 2 4 1 3

99. How many grams of cyclohexanol is required to
produce 20 g cyclohexane, if % yield is 54%?

95. Dipole moment will be zero in which of the following
complexes?
1.[Ni(CN)4
3. trans-[Pt (NH,),Cla] 4. [Ag(CN)21

(b)66
(d) 44 1

(a) 88

() 22

2.cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2] Compound z-NaOH

CaHio0
100. ppt.+A

Select the correct answer using the codes given below.
(a) 1,2,3

Colourless
gas B Cao

(b) 2,3, 4 )3,4 ) 1,3,4
Conc.

H24

96. Which ofthe following complexes shows paramagnetic?
(a) [Zn (NH)aP*

()[NiCla(PPH32l

Gas Cdecolourised
Br2-H20() PdCl,PPH,al

(d)[Co(en)3P"
What are A, B and C compounds?

97. Which of the following complex compounds shows
optical isomerism?
(a)cis-[Cofer),Cl ]NO2

[Co (CN)a1

(b)[Col,0l
(d)K [Fe(oxa

(a) CH,CHCOONa, ethane, butenee2
(b) CH COONa, ethane, butene-1
(c) CHIg.HC=CH butene-2
(d) CHCOONa, CH, ethene

Mathematics
101. The solution of the differential equation 103. The order and degree of the differential equation

ylogy-log x+1) 1-3 4wllbe

will be
(b) 31(a) y=xe

(c) y+e =0
(6) y+xe:0
(d) None of these

(c) 33 (d) 12

102. Solution of the differential equation 104. IfA and Bare two events such that P(A)=, P(B)=

-tanwill be and RA n B)=then Pwill bed

(a)xsin+C=0 (6) xsiny+C= 0 a) 40
37 (b) 37

45
(d) None of these (CA0 27
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05.One letter from the word POSSESSIVE is chosen at 114. If e0 = cOs 0 + lsin 0, thon tho value of israndom, then the probability of its boing S will be

(a)
10 (a) V20n4 (b) 2-h4

4 (c) V203n14 (d) V2e-3n/4

115.If for complox numbers z and z2, arg
TE 1+3P 1-P and are the probabilitios of106.If3 4

then

three mutualy exclusive events, then tho set
containing all the possible values of P is

z-2lis equal to

(a)|zl-1zal
() z+12l

(b)l| z1-1z2l
(d)|1z+|z%ll

aSPs2 P 116. Arithmetic mean progre8sion of two numbers is 6
more than the geometric mean progression of the
numbors. The ratio of numbers is 9 :1, then numbers

3

107. From a pack ofcards, two cards are drawn one-by-one.
Then, the probability that first card is an ace while
the second card is coloured (before drawing the second
card, the first card is not replaced in the pack ofcards) 117. The geometric mean of roots of the equationwill be

are
(a) 27,3 (b) 16, 3

(d) None of these(c) 15, 4

2x+3x+16 =0 is
(6)

52
(a) 4
(c) 22

26 (b) 3
(C) 1

221

108. One root of the equation, "-3x-5=0 lies between 2
and 2.5. Using Newton-Raphson method, the value of
that root will be

118. If the equation,
(ax-a)(r-b)+(x-b)(x-c)+(x-cx-a)=0
a, b, ceR, has equal roots, then
(a) a=b*c (b) a+ bo+co=0

(a) 2.25 (b) 2.33 (o) 2.35 (d) 2.45 (c) ab=c () None of these
109. Taking two sub-intervals and using Simpson's rd 119.Two finite sets have m and n elements. The total

number of subsets of the first set is 48 more than the
total number of subsets of the second. The values ofm

rule, the value of will beJo1+*
and n respectively, are

a)
24

(6)7
36

a) 6,2 (b) 5,3 (c) 7,5 (d) 6, 4

(C)
36 (d)2 0. IfA = and is the unit matrix oforder 2, then

110. Using trapezoidal rule and taking n=4, the
dx is

21+9)+a +p*+7*, then - t

A is equal to
.

of integral 33 (b) 4A+5
approximate value (a) 2 A-3/

(C) 4A-5/ (d) None of these

121.The system of linear equations x+y+z=%
3 x-y+22=6 and 3x+y+2=-18 ha
(a) no solution
(6) zero solution as the only solution
(c) a unique solution
(d) an infinite number of solutions

(a) a = 1ß=3
c)a 3B=5

(b) a =2,B=4
(d) a= 4=6

111. Which one ofthe followingis not an operating system?
(a) Unix

(c) Mac
(b) Linux

(d) C

122. The equation sin * + cos *=2has112. Which one of the following is a basis for computers?
(a) Abstract algebra
(c) Boolean algebra

(a) only one solution b}no solution(b) Linearalgebra
(d) None of these () infinite number of solutions (d) two solutions

113. Which one of the following is used to transfer files in
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)?

123. Ifa =2,b=3,c=5in A ABC, then 2C
(a) (b)

4
(a) Nurmbers
(c) Packets

(b) Alphabets

(d) None of these
(C) - (d) None of these
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124tan cos() 134. The points having position vectors
60?+3,40i -8, ai-52), are collinear,
ifa=sin27(a)tan

(o)tan27
(b)-40
(d) 40

(a)-20
(C) 20(d) None of these

135. (i+)x(+)-th+i)=
(a) iik]125. The angle of elevation of a tower at a point distant

20/3 m from its base is 30°. Then, height of the tower
(in meter) is

(b) ( x7)xk
(d) 2(C)1

(a)
(C) 30

136. Iflal=1,16|=2 and Icl=3, then[a-b6-cc-äj=20 (b) 15

) 18 (b) 1(a) 0
(c) 3126. The orthocentre of the triangle formed by the lines

a=2,y=3 and 3 x +2y=6is at the point
(a) (2, 0)

) (0, 3)

137. If the volume of a tetrahedron having vertices with
position vectors
1-63+10h,-1 3+7 h,5i-7}+1
and7i-4j+7k is 11 units, then ==

(a)3

(b) (2, 3)

(d) None of these

127. Which of the following lines is a normal to the circle
+2x-10y+6=0? (b)-3 (c)-1 (d) 7

(a) 3x-8y=9

C)2x+ y=7
(b) x+ y=3
(d) None of these

138. The function f(a)= tan t* -x +[x] has period
(a) 1

c) 2
(b)
(d) None of these128. If the tangents and normals at the extremities of a

focal chord of a parabola intersect at (x, I) and 139.Iff()=2sin x, g (x) =cos , then (f + g)
2 %) respectively, then
(a) X=Ya
(c)X2

(b) X=X2
(d) =Y2 ()3 (c)1

129. The equation of a diameter conjugate to a diameter 140.lim is equal to
xof theellipse+ 1i 1-118 equal to

(a)-1 (b) 0 (c) e (d) 1

(a) y-X ()x-
141.If y=sin" then differential coefficient w.r.t.

() x=5Y
is

130. If the line OP of length r makes an angle a with X-axis
and lies in the XZ-plane, then coordinates of P are
(a) (rcosa, 0.rsina)
() (0,0.rsina)

(b) x1+X
(b) (00, rcosa)
(d) None of these

()1

131. The equation of the plane passing through the line of.of 142. Iff(z) = lx-2, then
intersection of the planesr +y+2=6 and
2x+3y+42+5=0 and passing through (1,11) is

(a) lim fx)*0
X2

6) lim f(x)*0
x2

(a) x+ y+ Z=3 (b) 2x+3y+42=9 (c) lim f(x)= lim f(x) (d) f(x) is continuous at x=2K2
3

X2()20x+23y+26z= 69 (d) 23x+20y+ Z=96

132.IfP(1,2,3) is the given point and PN is the length of 743. If2 +2" =2**", then=dxperpendicular from Pon the given line

3 thenthen PN= (a)2y2 (b)27 27 1-2
(a) 6
(c) 5

(b) 7 2-2 (d) None of these
(d) 4

13.Thelinen-and- 144. For the function x+,xe[1,3], the value ofc for theare
mean value theorem is(a) skew

(c) intersecting
(6) parallel
(d) coincident

)1 (b) 2
(d) None of these(c)3
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145.Rolle's theorem is true for the function f(t)=-4 in
the interval

149. tanzdr=
(a) xtanx+log(1+**)

(a)-2,0 (b)-2.2] (d)[0,2]
(b)xtanx-log(1+ )

146. e (1+ tan x)secx dr=
(a) e sec x

(c)ecotx

(c)(x-1)tanx
(b) e"cos x

(d)e tanx (d) xtan x-logx

150. The solution of the differential equation
147., log = =e +?ewill be

dx(a) 2 (b) 1 (o)-1 (d) 0

148. The area bounded by the curve =4y and the
straight line * = 4y-2 is

(a)e=e ++C
(b) e=e*+2x+C
(c)e=e+*+C(a)squnit (b) squnit

(c)sq unit(c)sq unit9 (d) y=ex +C
8

Answers
Physics

1. 2 d) 3. 6) |4. 0() 5. 6. (a) 7.(o) 8. (c) 9. (o) 10. b)

15.1 16. ( 17. (a) 18. 19.19. (d) 20. (d)14.
21. 6) 22. () 23. Cd 24. 25. ( 26. (a)

34. (C)

11. (a) 12. (a) 13. (c)
27. 28. 28. ( 29. (o) 30. (o)

39.)37.(o) 38. (a)
47. (o) 48. ) 49. (

40. (6)31. (b)
41. ()

35. (a)

45. (b)
36. (6)

46. (b)
32. C) 33.
42. (c) 43. (d) 44. d) 50. b)

Chemistry

51. (c | 52. 53 ( 54. (6) 55. 56. ( 57. (a) 58. ( 59. | 60.

66. (o)
(d)

63. (c) 64. (d) 65. (c) 67. (b) 68. (b) 69. (a) 70. ()
61. (c)
|71. (b)

81. (b) 82. (d)

62. (d)
72. d) 73. (a) 74. (d) 75. |(d) 76. (b) 77.(6) |78. 79. b) 80. (

90. (b)89. ()
99. (d) 100. (a)

83. () 84. (a) 85. (b) 86. (a) 87. |o) 88. (

91. (a) 92. (d) 93. (b) 94. (a) 95. (d) 96. (c) 97. (a)| 98. (b)

Mathematics
105. (b) 106. () 107. () 108. (b) 109. (c) 110. (101. ()| 102.

( 103.( 1104. (o)

111. ()
121. (c)
131. () 132. 6)
la)142. (d) 143. (d)

Note (") None of the option is correct.

112. (c) 113. ( 114. (c) 115.|(6)116. |(a) 117. ( 118. (d) 119. (d) 120. J

122. (b) 123. | (d)

133. (b)
124. (a) 125. | (a) 126. |(6) 127. ( 128. (d)129. () 130. (o)

137. (134. (b) 135. (d) 136. (a) 138. (d) 139. |(6) 140. 6)

149. (b) 150. (d)
144.( 145. (6) 146. (o) 147. |(d) 148.
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Answer with Solutions
Physics JOIN TELEGRAM

1. (c) For parallel plate capacitor, By Kirchhoff's loop rule:
@CGPETIn loop (1),Cor CaA

d -2-i + 4i2 =0
4i 2 +iHence, capacity of a parallel plate capacitor increases with the

increase of its area.
or (1)

In loop (2).
-2(i -i)+ 1 (i) + 4(i2 + i) + i, =0

-2i + 2iy + i + 4i + 4ij + i = 0

4i2 + 8i 2

2. (d) According to given figure, three1 uF capacitors are
connected in series combination. So, their resultant
capacitance, (i)

3or C In loop (4)-4i2-4 (i2 + i) - 4i, +12= 0

12/2 + 4i =12Now, capacitor C is connected in parallel combination with 1uF
capacitor. Hence, equivalent capacitance between the P and Q

or
From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get

CoG+1+1-uE 4i =4i2 t 8i + is

9i =0 or i = 0 ...(iv)

FromEq.(iv), option (a) is incorrect.
From Eqs. (ii) and (iv), we get

12i,+4x0 =12ori =lA

3. (b) In the circuit shown in the figure below.
12V
H Rwwww.

Now, from Eq. (i), we get
4x1 =2i +0V3-

w
202 aA 2A

..(v)Hence, =i +i2 =2+ 1l = 3A

=i -iy = 2-0 2A

FromEqs.(vii) and (vi), option (c) and (d) are incorrect
-0.1A (vi)and

+VV2-
wwwVY ww

302 Now,5US2

Vp-Va= 0xl = 0~V, = Va

Vp-Vs 2x2 =4
V>Vs
VoVs

From Eq. (vi), option (b) is correct.

So, voltage across 502 and 302resistor,
andy =1 x 50= 0.1 x 50= 5V

=} x 30 0.1 x30 3V

Three branches are connected in parallel combination,
thercfore voltage across each branch will be equal

or .(vii)

5. (d) Seven identical cells cach of emf Eand internal
resistance r are connected as shown in the figure below.5+3=V

V = 8V

820A
Applying KCL at point B

+= 0.1+=0.5A

Hence, + V2 =12-/2R
R 2-8R= 82

0.5 ww-
4. (b) E

phda 2W
ANE -Ir

Applying KVL in the loop.
..(i)www

2 -E+Ir-E + Ir - E + Ir -E
+ Ir - E + Ir - E + Ir E + Ir = 0

2
4W

Oiztl 4WN
st4 Ir ..(ii)

From Eqs.(i) and (ii). we get

VABIr- Ir = 0

6. (a) As shown in figure below,
Va V = Ve. Va - V» = VaD =40V

So, current in branch BO, A0 and co will be equal.12V
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140

X100 orn= 83.3%
240 x 07

14. (c). c so its dimensionis [LTr}
Hoto

B ww www.DR 15. (c) Given, v= 36 km/h=10m/s,

40.8.g =10ms2

For a safe turn without sliding, the velocity of a car,
R

vs 4Rg

RApplying KCL at point Oo

IR +IR + IR = 1R. 100
R2

0.8 x 10s 3
Applying KVL in AODloop

-40+ IR + I1R = 0

or R212.5m-
Hence, option (c), for R = 12m, the car will skid (or slip) while
negotiating the curve.4IR 40

IR = 10 or VAo =10V pi z :Vao = IR] 16. (c) Height ofprojectile, H =sin6 .(i)
7. (a) The intensity of magnetic field due to current I in a long

Straight wire,
49

Range of projectile, R="sin 20
(i)B=oor Be 7

ZTR
Therefore, R, =Sin(2x30)V3

28. (c) According to Maxwell's right hand rule, direction of
magnetic field due to +X-axis will be outward and due to
+Y-axis will be inward. So, the magnetic field will cancel out sin 90-30)3and
cach other on the line 0B. 9 2 9

h "sin 30°1
429

sin 603242

9. (a) A moving electric charge produces electric and magnetic
fields. 9

10. (6). Force on movingchargeinauniform magnetic field, and
F= q(vx B) 29

Charge of an a-particle = 2x Charge of a proton
F 2x16x10-"|5x10i x(3i + 2})1

F 2x16x10ao°k)

Hence, from above result,

R Ry, h 3h
or

Hence, the forceexperienced by the particle, 7

F 32x107kN

17. (a) The moment of inertia of a uniform horizontal solid
cylinderabout an axis passing through its edge and
perpendicular to the axis,

11. (a) Magnetic dipole moment of current loop,
M

=
NiA

Here Given, L = 6RN

Hence, I= M

12. (a) According to second law of Faraday,
induced emf of the coil,

elel=9
18. (b).. Potential energy stored in stretched spring.

PE kx
PEBA

lel= Aa A4 Bo) 3AB,lelAt and PE-
13. (c) Given, Ratio of PE, 51 -K.PE k x

.(i)

i =0.7 A, V = 240 V, P =140 W

Efficiency of transformer, n= x100 Given

140x100
...(11)

or or
X2
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From Bqs. (i) and (i), we get 22. (d) Figure shows a rubber (eraser) ABCD clamped at end AB

P
PE:PE, k:k

19. (d) Kinetic energy, when bullet leaves the wooden piece,
10 8cm

(KE)= (KE), X
100
10mv mv x
100

3cm

Shear angle is given by

Hence, reduced speed of bullet an8 DD

V x100= 10x 100 684%
DD

Since, is small, tan0 = 0 =.
AD

Area of top face = 3cmxl cm = 3x10m*
20. (d) According to question,

Shearing stress 10 10

=8x10° Nm2

Shearing angle, 6=dnearing stress

Shearing modulus

8x10
1.6x 10

= 0.05rad
Let gravitational field is zero at point C.

DD 0055GmG47)_orr - i = 2 Of
AD

(r-
DD'=005 x ADor

r 3 or 0.05 x 8 cm = 4 mm

Gravitational potential at point C cause of mass M, 23. (e) We know that,

V- GM Thpg
2cos6

For M m, V =-9 For water,
2cos6

or For merCury,
2cos

M = 4m, V, = G4m -G4n)
(r-)r-r/3 cos8For

or 6Gm
-34 x10136x10_cos0

9x10 10 cosl35Hence, net gravitational potential at point C
(-60m 9Gm

or T, T = 7.2:1

21. (b):. Expresslon for variation of g with latitude,
24. (d) ldeal gas equation for n number of molecules,g g-Ro cos?

R,R and for cquator A = 0.

Sg- Rw

Muluply with m on both sides, we get

mg' = mg - mR»*

pV nkT ()

Given, 5x10 mol/m

T 3K

Hence, from Eq. (i). sve get

p kT 5x10° x1.38 x10x3For welghtless, mg = 0

0 mg- mR»*
p 2.070x 10° N/mOr

Angular speed of Earth, o
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25. (c) For dlatomic gas, f = 5

Change in total ínternal energy of an diatomic ideal gas,

Here,a = 6x10 m, 0=100 rad/s. Maximum kinetic energy in simple Harmonic motion.
aU RAT=RAT Knax mw'a?

..i)2

Change in kinetic energy of box containing gas of molar mass =x1xa00 x(6 x10 =18 JM,

AFM 31. (b) The period of oscillation of simple pendulum,2
According to question, T-2 (1)

AE = AU
When the lift starts accelerating upwards with uniform
acceleration, the period,

MvHence, resultant change in temperature, AT=
SR

.(1)

From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get26. (a) In this cyclic process, aU = 0o

AQ AW

AW WA-B + Wg-c+ Wc+A

TT
Hence, the period will be shorter.

Wg--c0 (volumeremains constant)
WA-B PV%+V)lpressure remains constant]

10(2-1) =10J
5=10+ WcA

32. (c) Given,in thiscondition, o=V, =15m/s
Virtual frequency of sound source moving towards a huge
wal,

Therefore,

WcA-5J
27. (c):. Relation between temperature and volume for adiabatic

The frequency of echo heard by driver,

process,
.(11)

TV = constant
From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we getAccording to question,

TV = k

3004-1) =k 1 .(i) 340+15x1o00
340-15

1092 Hz

TV = k

T =k .(ii)

33. (c) Light follows wave nature because light exhibits the
phenomenon of interference.From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get

300 4-1) =1 DA34. (c)The fringewidth, W=
d

Here, D =1L0 m, d = 0.1 mm = 0.1 x10 m, à =5000 A

5000 x107m
T= 300 x (49*K

28. (e).. Metal is a good conductor of heat and wood is a

insulator of heat. W=XS000x 10-lO

Cause of this, the plece of metal will appear hotter than the
plece of wood. =5x10 m = 0.5cm

49 (a) According to Stefan's law, 35. (a) A concave mirror formed a real, inverted and equal in size

image.E = or"
If temperature of hot body is increased by 50%, then
percentage increase in amount of radiatíon

E2Eix 100

36. (6) Given, A = 60, 8,, = 30°

Incident angle of prism, i = m#

i=
60°

2
45

150 T-uoo"o( x 100 37. (a) Line spectrum is formed by an ordinary

tubelight.

38. (a) The photoelectric effect proves that light travels in the

form of quanta.

406.25% 400%

(a) Given, y= 60cos100+cm
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39. (b) The magnifying power of a simple microscope (when final 48. (c)
image is formed at D 25 cm from eye) is

M =1+

T cose
40. (b) According to Einstein's photoelectric equation,

Kma v-Wo
where. Km is maximum kinetic energy of ejected electron, v.
is the frequency of incident photon, h is Planck's constant and

qE
T sine q

W is the work function.
As, Wo vo

aK =hv- vo {v- Vo)Hence Given, mass, m= 30.7 x 10kg
41. (d) In Bohr model of an atom, angular momentum, angular

velodty and torque is conserved.
Charge, 2x10* c
Electric field, E = 2x10 V/m

42. (c) The wavelength range of X-rays is fromlx10
3x10 m.

Let Tis the tension in the string and 0is angle of string with
vertical.

Hence, option (c) is correct. In equilibrium,"

43. (d) The most suitable element for nuclear fission is uranium
and its atomic number is 92.

Tsin= qE

Tcos mg

3FromEqs. (i) and (ii),we get
...(i)

44. (d):Germanium is the semiconductor material, therefore the
bonding in germanium crystal is covalent. tan 9E2x10 x 2x104

mg 30.7 x10x 9.8
45. (6) = 1.329

Junction diode is in forward biased. un tan1.329

5V ww102
-0V 53.05

Hence, tension, T = 9E 2X10 x 2x104

sin
2 , 2

2510o-a sin 5305
25+ 10 5x10 N

46. (6)when a magnet of pole strength mis divided into two
parts along its length, then pole strength of each magnet will
becomes hals.

49. (*)The total flux linked with a closed surface called Gaussian
surface, is -times the charge enclosed by the closed surface,

Now, according to questíon, i.e
net enc)

mi2m/2 W/2 tm/2
(- +0 =(Qnc)

Eo

m/2 m/2 W/2
(-) Qenc)

/2 12 Qene (2-°1Eo
So, no option is correct.

Hence. pole strength of each part will be
50. (b) A capacitor and a resistor are connected in series

combination, so energy given by batterY will be more than the47. (a) The North pole of Earth's magnet is near the geographical
South and the South pole of Earth's magnet is near the
geographical North.

cv
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Chemistry
51. (c)1. Formula of butane diol is CHoO2

I's molecular mass
54. (6) 1. The given reaction is an Etard reaction, in whichtoluene reacts with chromyl chloride (CrO,Ch), to givebenzaldehyde.= (4x12)+ 00xl)+(2x16)=90

CHGiven, mass ol butane diol (w) =0.9g

n==001 mol

CH(OCrOHCI)2

O +CrOClk [O)90

where, n= number of moles
.1Volumeofgas (V)

22.4)
At STP

Toluene Chromium complex
V nx22.4 L

V=nx22400 (mL) or V=0.01x22400 or V=224 mnLor
CHO

(1) is the correct statement.
2. When 2-iodobutane reacts with Nal, it gives alkyl di-iodide
in which iodine atoms are attached with the 2°-carbon. Thus,
due to steric-hindrance it will undergo Syl reaction. Hence, we
get racemic mixture.

Benzaldehyde
Statement (2) is correct.

Hence, statement (1) is correct answer.
2. Nitration of benzene is an example of electrophilic

substitution, inwhich-NO2 group is replaccd by hycdrogen
atoms, attached to the ring.
Hence, statement (2) is wrong
3. AlCl is a strong Lewis acid, in Fricdel-Craft reaction, it will
keep the halide part away from the aromatic ring by makingga
complex[AICh-X}1
Thus, the given statemenl is wrong.

3. Structure of 2-methylbutane is as follows:

H,cH-H-G,
CH

It has two similar groups, present on C2 carbon atom. It is
not optically active.

Statement (3) is wrong.
4. C,H does not show 7-isomers, as it has only four carbon
atoms.

Statement (4) isWrong.
Option (c) is the correct option.

4. Nitration of benzene is carried out by a mixture of HNO,
(conc.) and HaSO, (conc.).
i) HSO (conc.)+ HNO, (conc.)

H,NO -HSO, T52. (d) Octane number indicates the anti-knock properties of
fuels. Higher the octane number, more difficult the
auto-ignition. Octane number of straight chain alkane are
lower than that of branch chain alkanes, while aromatic

(ü) HNO,>NO; +H,o
In this reaction, HNO, (conc.) behaves as a base.
Thus, statement (iv) is correct.hydrocarbons show higher value of octane number. The correct

order of octane number is as follows: Hence, statements (2) and (3) are wrong.
Therefore, option (b) is the correct ansiver.Alkane< alkcnes < cycloalkanes < aromatic hydrocarbons

Thus, (d) is the corect option. 55. (c) More be the ability of nitrogen atom to donate the lonc
pair of electrons over it, more be the basic nature of the given
amine.The basic surength of alkyl amines in the aqueous state
is decided by three factors.

53. (d)

CECH 1. NaNH2

2.CHCHBr
Inductive effect, solvation effect and steric hinderance of alkyl
group.
In water, amines form hydrogen bonds wih water.

As 3 amines are less protonated in aqueous solution, the
correct order of basic nature of amines in water is

(X) Br H Br

2 amine>3° amine > 1' amine.
HE0HgsoHSO4 Hence, order of basic nature of amines :

(CH),NH> (CH,),N> CH,- NH

Therefore (c) is the correct option.
NH2

C-CH-CH-CHt

-CH-C-CH;-CHs 56. (c) (i)l gives benzene diazonium salt with

CH3

Option (d) is the correct option. NaNO2 /HCl at low temperature (i.c. 0-5'C)
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(c) Dacron is also a condensation polymer of ethylene glycol

and terephthalic acid. It is an examplc of polyester..

(d) Buna-S is an addítion polymer of 1, 3, butadiene and
Styrene.

(ii) The diazonium salt thus formed, when react with CuCN/

CN

KCN, itwill give J, Hencc, only (d) is not a condensation polymer.
. (d) is the correct option.as product.

63. (e) Thiokol rubber is not a polydiene. It is in fact a

polysulphide havíng structure as follows:CH3

NH2 N.CI CN

NaNOHCO CuCNKCN N2
0-5C

CH CH CH Hence, (c) is the correct option.

64. (d) Photosynthesis ís the process carried out by the plants to
convert light energy into chemical energy, which later on
released to other organisms from the plant. Synthesis of cach
molecule of glucose in photosynthesis involves 18 ATP units.
The reaction occurs during photosynthesis is as follows

6CO, +18ATP +12NADPH

Hence, (c) is the correct option.

57. (a) when a primary amine like methylamine (CH,NH;) react
with chloroform (CHCh) in the presence of KOH, it will form
iso-cyanide having same number of carbon atoms, as in alkyl
group of amine. i.e. methyl amine. This reaction is known as
carbylamine reaction. CHO+ l8 P + 12 NADP" + 18ADP 6H,0

CHNH+CHCl +3KOH CH-NC+3KCI+3H,O
Methylamine

65. (e) DNA and RNA have deoxyribose and ribose sugar,
respectively. Both are chiral molecules due to presence of
deoxyribose or D-ribose sugar components.
Hence, (c) is the correct option.

Methyl isocyanide

Hence, (a) is the correct option.

58. (c) Presence of electron withdrawing groups (like Cl-NO%
etc.) increases the acidic strength of carboxylic acids by
stabilising the conjugate base through delocalisatíon of the
negatíve charge by inductive or resonance effect while,
presence of electron releasing group (like alkyl) decreases the
acidic nature.

66. (a) According to the relation,

MV

where, = wavelength,
h= Planck's constant,

Hence, (c) is the correct option.

59. (e) More stronger be the acid, more chances to give up the
proton (H) by an acid and becomes carboxylate ion. The
process of releasing the proton and to become a carboxylate
ion is known as decarboxylate process.

m= mass of the moving particle and
Vyelocity of the moving particle.
Glven, mass of the particle (m) = mass of proton (m,) and
velocity of particle (v) = velocity of light (c).

Thus, according to the relation
ifelectron withdrawing groups (such as-NOq,-Cl ctc) are
attached to the benzene ring at ortho and para positlons, they
will increase the acidic strength of the acid mcans, it wil
Telcase the protons easily. So, 2, 4, 6-trinitrobenzolc acid will
decarboxylate casily. Thus, (c) is the correct option.

mv m,C
Hence, wavelength (A) is inversely proportional to the velocity.
Hence, (a) is the correct answer.

60. (c) Phenacetin is also known as acctophenetidin. In is usedto
lower down the temperature of the human body, thus is an
antipyretic by nature.
Hence, (c) is the correct option.

67. (b) As the clectron is present in 5th orbit in s-subshcll and
value of l for s-subshell = 0
Valucs of magnctic quantum number (,) for s-subshell can
becalculated as follows:

61. (c) Glycerol wll kecp the moisture intact when added to s0ap,
thus is uscd to prevent the rapid drylng of skin
Hencc, (c) is the cortect optlon,

m,-.0+...+ I
l, m, -1, 0, +l ..

SO on.
Hence, value of magnctic quantum number of the electron in
S-subsbhell Is also zero.

62. (d) (a) Nylon-6, 6 Is the polymer of hecxancthylene dlamine
and adipic actd, ft ls made by thhe condensation of glven

Ience, (b) Is the coricct optlo.

number of moles of soluto
volume of solution (in L)

monomers. 68. (b) Molarity
(b) Nylon-6 s also a condensatlon polymer of caprolactum.Iis a polyamlde. and molallty nunber of moles of solute

nass of solvent (in kg)
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As bombarding particle, ,H' is can be written as proton (p) and.Mass of solute (urea) and solvent (water) remain

unchanged, during the calculations of molarity and molality.
Thus, volume of solution contain less water molecules.

t:in case of volume of solution, it has both solute and
solvent). Thus, molality vwill be greater than that of molarity.

ejecting particle can be writen as (o. The whole reaction can be
summarised as follows:

Hence. (a) is the correct optlon.

69. (a). Volume of water = 100-40=60mL and volume fraction
74. (a) Key concept First calculate Ksp of all the metal halides, then

compare it with already given vahue ofK,
mole fraction

Volume fraction of water = Volume of water
total volume Given,

60=a6
100

molar concentration, í.e. solubility(S)

0.00001l mouL

(a) is thecorect option. eKp 39.5x1020

70. (c) Lattice points per unit cell for the given figure are as
follows:

(a) MX=2M +4X

Ksp(29)x (4) =10245
(i) We have eight coners and each corner is shared by eight
other unit cells, the lattice point at corner has share towards 1814x1028

one unit cell is 8x=1
8

(b) MX =M +4X

Kp (5) x (45) = 256(
tü) There are six faces in a cubic unit cell and we have one
sphere at the center of each face. Each face is common
between two unit-cells.

42.68x1024

Thus, contribution of each sphere per unit cell is (c) MX=2M* + 6X

Kp (2)x(69*6x-3
=186624(*

Hence, there arel+ 3=4lattice points per unit cell in the given
figure

() is the corect option.

40x1036
(d) MX=M* +3X

Ksp (5)x (35) = 27S) iat. (6) Edge length (a) and radius of sphere (r) in a body
centered cubic unit cell are related with each other in the 39.5x10-20
folowing manner.

3a=47 The correct formula of the metal halide is MX

75. (d) The solutions which resist the change in pH even on small
addition of an acid or base are called buffer solutions. As the

Given T=1857X105cm

4xL857x1o-s given solution of acetic acid and sodium acetate is abuffer
solution, the addition of 10mL of 0.01 mol HCl solution will
not change the pH of the buffer solution.

Thus,

a=4XL857x10-3

1.73

Hence, option (d) is the correct answer.
or

76. (6) For the given reaction.
a=4.29A

Hence, (b) is the correct option. CaO)+C0, ) CaCO, ()

At low temperature
the value of Ar=0-1=(172. (d) Becquerel is the Si unit of radioactivity. One becquerel is

defined as one kilo-becquerel (i.e. 10'Bq), while
mega-becquerel is 10°Bq and is written as MBq. It is

cquivalent to 1-rutherford (rd).

An= moles of gaseous products moles of gaseous reactants

For the reaction contain gaseous species.

AH=AE+ AnRT
IBq= 2.7x10-"c where, AH= enthalpy change

AE = internal energy change

d= change in number of moles

and IC=17x10Bq=37GBq
Hence, (d) is the correct option.

3 (a) On bombardment of }H proton, an aparticle will comes R gas constant
T= temperature in Kelvin.

= (-}1
out as follows:

O+H N"+ He'
AH = AE - RT

Sum of mass number
means AH<AE (ncgative) and of exothermic nature.

For the reaction to occur spontancously.

AG=AH-TAS, value of AG must be negative. At low

temperature for aG and AH to be negative.

An=(-1

Reactant side = 16+117
Product side = 13+4=17
Sum of atomic number

Reactant side = 8+1=9

Product side = 7+ 2=9
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So, AS must be negative, as number of gaseous moles in
product side are less than of reactant side.

81. (6) For the reaction,

2Ag+ 2H H,+ 24Ag
Hence, the correct set is

Standard free energy change (AG)=-nFE
where, n= number of electrons change.

AH=negative
AS=negative

F=charge over one mole of electrons i.e. 96500C.
AG=negative

(b) is the correct option. Fstandard electrode potential

T7. (6) When a strong acid will react with a strong base, nearly
13.7 kcal mol" heat comes out from the reaction.

In the reaction, Ag Ag* i.e. oxidation of silver takes

place and n=2

But when a weak acid (like HCN) go for neutralisation, some
heat is used up to dissociate the HCN molecules.
Given, only 2.9 kcalmol heat is coming out, means.

AG=-2x96500x[(-)08
=154400J/ mol
154.4kJ mol

Hence, (b) is the correct option.
13.7-2.9+ 10.8 kcal/mol heat is used upto dissociates the
HCN molecules. 82. (d) Digestion is the process to breakdown of large insoluble

molecules into water soluble molecules.(b) is the correct option.

78. (c) For the given plot log a is constant for all concentration
As fat, is insoluble in water, so by emulsification, it should be
made soluble in water.

terms (a), means the reaction is of first order i.e. n=1
where, n= order of reaction
For first order,

Hence, (d) is the correct option.

83. (c) The formula of lithium niuride is LiyN, where N contains
(3charge.2.302.1og

k Thus, formula of nitride-ion = N
30312 For a neutral atom,

al atomic number = number of protons

where. k= rate constant and number of protons = number of electrons
Also, atomic number of nitrogen )=7
.It has 7 protons and due to (3charge,
it has 7+3=10electrons.. Hence, (c) is the correct answer.

a=initial concentration

X=Concentration at ! =4/2
2Half-life of thereaction

2.301og2
k

84. (a) The mixture of sodium carbonate NacO) and potassium
carbonate (KCO) is known as fusion mixture. It is used for
elemental analysis of inorganic compounds.
Hence, (a) is the correct answer.

2.303 x 0.3010
'/2

/2693
Hence, (c) is the correct answer. 85. (b) Term 'conundum' is used for aluminium oxide(ALO,

79. (b) Ghven. Hence, (b) is the correct option.

Half-life of the reaction (h,2=10min
Initital concentration (4) =0.08M

86. (a) Mercury is liquid at 0°C due to very high ionisation energy
and weak metallic bonds.

The high lonisation energy makes atoms of mercury stable in
liquid state and weak metallic bonds allows atoms to remain
loose i.e. to exist in liquid statec.

Hence, (a) is the correct option.

Concentration at time'r ie. (a-x)=001 M

As peT relation of first order

log0.08
log la/a-x)-*o.011
12 logla/a-xh log 2

Llog 83log 2 30.3010
10 log2 log2

87. (a) All given elements belong to same period and
clectronegativity incTeases as we move from left to right in a
period.0.3010
Thus, order of electronegativity will be3x10 30min

Hence, (b) s the correct option. F>0>N>C
or, F>N <O>C

80. (e) Cappr Cus show (+)2 charge in its stable ionic-state and Hence, (a) is the correct option.

has molecular mas = 63.5 88. (c) For Isoelectronic species, ionic radii * charge on the ion
Also. 1 Faraday (F) » charge of one mole of clecuon.
Therefore. on passing 2F electricity we get one mole of copper
Cun means 63.5 g of copper.
HeTKe, pion fc) is the correct answet.

(species).
Thus, N shows maximum ionic radius and F"shows
minimum ionic radius. Hence, corect order is

1.71. 1.40, 1.36.

Hence. (c) is thecorrect option.
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89. (c) Unpaired electronscauses F-centers in the crystal lattice

which are responsible for the colour of the lattice
. Hence. (c) is the correct option.

2. K,CrO, + H,0, gives KCrO, as follows:
2KCr,O,+ H,022K2Cro, + H,0+Cr,0,'+ 410]
Hence, statement is correct.

90. (6) (A) Hydrollth- It is CaH

(B) Rhodamine>It bclongs to the compounds
having-CN group thus, it is KCNS.

3. The higher oxldation states of Mn arc acidic in nature andlower oxldation states arc basic in nature c.g. MnP,. Thus,
statement is incorrect
4. Composltion of nichrome is: Iron-21-25%
Chromium>14-18%

(C) Hair-saltIt is hydrated aluminium sulphate
i.c. Al, (SO,)3. 18 H,O.

Nickel (NI)>about 55%- 56%
rest 1% are other clements.(D) LithoponeIt is BaSO,. Zns

Hence, (b) is the corect option. . Statement is wrong
Hence, (b) is the correct answcr.91. (a) Meq. of H,O, Meq. of Na, S,0

If 'N be the normality of H,02.Thus, ClCl, is known as Deacon process. This94. (a) A. HCI-

process is used during the manufacture of alkali's by LeblancNx 25 0.3x 20
N=0.24 N 1 2 n process.

PdcdCH,CHO,(volume strength) NX5.6=0. 24X5.6=1.33 volume. B. Ethene
Hence. (a) ís correct option.

92. (d) A. Electronic configuration of americium>[Rn] 5f.7s.
B. Bm of Sm,la"and Gd3* > S9, 0.0, 7.94 as these have 5, 0

the above process, is known as Wacker process, which refers
to the oxidation of ethene to acetaldehye in the presence of
PbCl2.

C. AlcoholeSOAldehydeand 7 unpaired electrons in their outermost shell.
belongs to f-block).
C. TiCl2TIO, i.e. on hydrolysis TiCl give TiO2

D. Hg,Cl Corrosive sublimate

(Element H202

Fenton reagent is a solution of H,0, with FeSO, and is used as
catalyst to oxidise alcohols to aldehyde.
D. Alkyne Benzene, it is the reaction used to convertComplexBence. (d) is the corTect option.

93. (6) 1. Zinc and its íon does not contain any unpaired electron,
thus, does not show any colour in its compounds.. It is a wTong statement.

alkyne into benzene. In this reaction, Ni is used as catalyst
along with carbon monoxide (CO), which is used for
carboxylation. The reaction is known as Reppe synthesis.
.Hence, (a) is thc correct optíon.

95. (d) [Ni(CN),1.

Atomion Configuration Type of
state of metal hybridisation (Shape)

Oxldation Geometryycomplex

Ni2() 3d 4s +2

Ni(CH)
+2 dsp Squaro planar

Rearrangement
dsp

Has square planar geometry with no unpaired clectron.
Has zero dipole -moment.
2.cis Pt (NH,),Cl,]
Structure of cis [Pt (NH,),Cl,)

HN
Pt

-- -NHHN
4. As structure of [Ag(CN), 11s lInear, In which wo- CN
Broups are present o the opposite side of the central atom
SIlver (Ag). tlence, show zero dijpole monment.

lHence. (d) is the correct answer.
HN

'Both NH, and Cl lUgands are In the sane plane as shown In
the structure. Thus, they give cis-[P{NH,),C,) and show a netdipole moment.

90. (o) (a) (Zn(NH,)," outetmost of dand s contiguration,

3d'0

Zn(atom)-1IL
.

Irans[Pt(NH,)} CLJdue to presence of Cl and NH, llgands,
the compound Is stable but tn the case, palr of both the
gands (i.e. NH, and Cl) are in the opposlte planc and
direction, thus net dipole moment becomes zero, zn"pon)-II0
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las no unpaired electron, thus is dianmagnetic. 98. (b) (A) Among the given options :

:FeSO, 7H,O is of light green colour. i
FeSO 7H,O is (A)

(b) 3FeSO4.7H,0 + dil. 4HNO, Fe(NO,)"

(b) PaC,(PPh,),l

d 5s
Ptlotom)-1IU +Fe2(SO4)y + NO + 23HO

The yellow solution is due to Fe(NO,),.
Note : In options, FeCl, was given which was an eror and

thus, has replaced by Fe(NO,).
(c) FesO 7H,0 gives white ppt. withBaCh

FesO 7KH,O+BaCl FeCh+ BaSO, + 7KH,O

(c) is (BaSO,)
(d) When FesO4 7H O is heated, it looses its water and give
brown mass of FeO SO,(0 and SO,(g) as follows.

2FesOA FejO, (s) + SO, ) + SO,

4d

Pe(on)-LII0
Has no unpalred electron, thus is dianmagnetic.

(c)NiCILPPh,)l
(white ppt)

308 4s2

Naom)-11TTI
3

(brown solid)

As it has weak ligands with two unpaired electrons, thus it
will shov paramagnetic nature.

(d) is (Fe,O)
(b) is the correct option.

OH99. (d) Formula of cyclohexanol is CsH,1 OH ie.

Molecular mass of CH1:OH=100Molecular mass
ofcyclohexane (CH2)= 84

For 84 8 of cyclohexane, we need = 100g of
material CH1 (OH)

(d) Colen)h*
3d7 4s

Colatom)- 111
3 As

For 20 g of cyclohexane, we need =
84

(en)Is a strong ficld ligand, all the unpaired electrons (i.e.
4) will go for pairing and we have no unpaired electron in the
complex. Hence, is diamagnetic

2380gof CH1(OH).
54g of CH(OH) get from = 100g of CH (OH)

23.8 g of CsH, (OH) get from = 00X4A8= 44%
54(c) is the correct option.

Hence, (d) is the correct answer.
97. (a) (cis-Colen],Cl,) NO, cis-dichlorldobis (ethylenediamine)

cobalt (111) lon.[Colen),Chl, thecis-form of the complex is

optically active and exists as follows

100. (a)(i) C,H1,0 NaO CH,I +CH,CH,COONa
Yellowppt
of iodolorm

CI (ii) CHCH,CoONaaoCH -CHCI

C (ethane colourless gas)
CI*****

It is a decarboxylation reaction, which give an alkane with one
carbon-atom less, as in CH,CH,COONa i.c. CH -CH(ethane).
(ili) CH1o0, i.e.C,H,OH. When treated with HSO, (conc.).
it will produce butene-2 as follows:On an

Mirror
C.HOHROIconCH,C-HC=CH-CH

Optically activo torms
butene

(b) and (c).
"1MA1* *** iype conpounds like[Coll1,Ol%1* and
CoCN),, do not show opttcal Isomettsm.

2-butene is an unsaturated compound.
Thus, will decolourise bromine vwater,
Hence, A B, Care respectively

CHCHcoONa (A)Duc to symmetry, wlhete m» central clement
(A)nonodentate gand,
(d):1M(AA), r ype of oomplex, do not show optical Isomerisn.

CH-CH, (ethane)- (B)

CH-CH=CH-CH, 2-butene)-()
(a) is thhe correct answer,Wliere, AM) is a bidentate Ugand

(a) s the coriect optlon.
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Mathematics -01. (a) Given differential equation.

tlogy- logx + 1)

dx Hence, order 3, degree = 3

(log y - logx + 1) 104. (a) We know that
P(A UB)= PA) + P(B) - P(A nB

PLAUB)
...()

dr

It is homogencous differential equation.

.i) PLA-PU PLAB-|Now, put

From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get
23

1-P{A U 60
P{A)v+ x= qlogv+ 1)

Now, :PA)=1- PLA)]

dvd
vlogv x

By integrating both the sides, we have
logtlog logx+ logC

log 1og log Cr

105. (6) There are total 10 letters in the word POSSESSIVE. Out of
which 4 are S.

CL4Required probability = o
10log Cr

106. (a) Since,

and are probability of three events.102. (c) Given differential equation

=-xtan Hence,

os s1, 0ssl and 0s s--a ...(1)
drx -1s3P S 2-3SPSland -lS 2PS1

which is homogeneous differential equation. -SPS-3SPSland -sPs2Now, put 2Z =v

,and are
the probabilities ofthreey yt xd .() 4 2

mutually exclusive events.
Prom Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get

dvv+x =y- Lanv
dx

4

ay - lanv
0S4+12P+ 3- 3P+6-12P S 12=SP

dx
Hence, the required value of P.av -

lany lmun- PS Minimum

ss
X

cot vdv = -d

On integrating both the sldes, we get

log(sin) - log x + logC 107. (c) Probabilty of getting on ace P{B,) = 13
lossinlog x logc

logsin logC

P(E, NE) = P{E,)-I

108. (b) Let stv)= a' - 3r - 5 0
103.(e 4 Then, S (x) 3r° - 3

Using Newton Raplhson formula
For the order and degree of the glven differential equatlon,
cube both the sldes. . 3Stx)
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..i)
.

Given, onc root is between 2 and 2.5. So taking x, = 2 n= 0 in +++i+t2Eq. (i).
I+

-3 3(- -1t -i+ 4-)

109.(e. -i-i
Taking two sub-interval of range [0, 1]of integral, h = -1 +i= 2.

Since, 2eN cosisin

X=0 Y
2 ) = -1+i

+h
115. (b) Weknow that -zXo + 2h=1|

f B-2|kjcos, ,)

Using Simpson's rd rule. where, 8, = arg (z,) and 6, =arg (z,)

ydr + 4% +:
arg (z,) -arg (z,) = 0

,-6,-0)-. --|||-3||
110. (c) Given, n = 4 116. (a) Let a and b be numbers.

We have,

Ar 2
Now, Arithmeticmean =* b

2
and Geometric mean z vab

We compute the values of yg,Y >3 Y According to question,
Arithmetic mean =Geometric mean +6

3679 ..(1)

y- 1 925 49 31

and

Therefore, 9b .()a

Sxrr+*+5+T+9 From Eqs. (1) and (i), we get
9b+b9b +6

-2f0)'+y+"} 56 +6
But we have given thai, 2h 6

b 3

a 9b 9x 3= 27

117. (c) Given, Equatlon 2x+ 3x + 16 = 0By comparison, we get that
a 3and B 5

.()

Let a and p be thhe roots of the given equotíon.

Then, product of roots (afß) =111. (d) Uníx, Linux, Mac are operating systems. Hence, C,, is not

operating sysiem. Geometric mean= Jaß V8 2/2

112. (c) Boolean algebra is a basis for computers.

113. (c)'Packets' is used to transfer flles in Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP).

118. (d)x -) (x - b) +(- b) (x-)+ (r-c) (x -4) 0

3x- a +b+ c)rt(ub + be + ca) 0

Roots are cqual
B-4AC=0114. (c) Given, e" cos0 + /sin6
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4a+b+ c) -4(3(ab + be+ ca) =0

4 {(a + b + c) - Xab + be + ca)} »0
4 {a+ b+ c - ab - be ca} = 0

2{(a- b'+ (b- )+ (c -a)*} = 0

(a-b+(b -+ (¢-a* =0
Hencc, two roots arc alvvays cquala=borb =corc =d.

123. (d) Given, a = 2, b = 3.c =5

We know that,

cosC +b-c
2ab

+(-(
2x2x3

4+9-25119. (d) Given, two finite sets have m and n clements.
Then, according to question. 12

12
2 2 + 48

7- 2 = 48

2(2 1) = 2(2 -1)

cosC12-1|

On comparing both sides which is not possible.

n= 4 and m- n=2 124. (a) Given,
m-42

m=6

Values of m and n=6,4

120. (c) Given.

A A:A tan

12+ 15_4-1 2+ 2]
-2-2 -1+4 tan

Now, 4A-5 20

125. (a) Let BC be the tower of height x m and A is a point from its
.(i) base at a distance of 20/3m

From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we have

A = 4A- 51

121. (e) Given. system of linear cquations is
x+y+ z=2

x-y+ 22 =6
3x+ y+ z= -18

We can write system of cquatíons in this form as

and 2013

Now, in AABC

BCtan30=
AB

320/3
x 20 m

Hence, helght of tower, BC = 20 m
Now.3-l 2(- - 2) -1(3-G+1(3+ 3)

126. (b) Glven, cquatlon of lnes are

X2 y Jand ar + 2y= 6
-3+ 3+ 6 6

Stncc.3-1 20 B(0, 3)AG

Hence, a uníque solutlon is exist.

122. (b):sina cosA2 M2. 0)
We know that.

Snce, AABC is rlghu angled at C,Now. orthocentre of AABC wil

he vete at which lght angle is forming.

Ouhocenue of AMBC is (2. 3).

-2s sinx Cos S 2
sinxcosA2

So. given cquatlon has no solutton.
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14X+14y + 142-84+ 6x +9y + 12+ I5=0

20r+ 23y+ 262 = 69127. (c) Given equatlon of circle

r+-2r 10+ 6 0
Centre (-9,

-N (0.5

Since, normal to the circle always passes through the centre.

2x + y= 7is cquation of normal as it passes through (0, 3.

132. (b) Let given point be P = (0, 2 3) and equation of line as

X = 3+ 6, y= 2+ 7, 2 -2 +7

P(1,2. 3)128. (d) Let P (ar, 21,) and Q (ar, at,) be a focal chord of the

parabola y - 4. The tangents at Pand Qintersect at

(a4,,.a, +1))
at, and y = at, + )

-a and y = al,+)
:PQ is a focal chord =>11, = -1]

The normals at P and Q iniersect at

127+alt +} + 4/}.-at,,, +,)1

X = 2a + a (j + 1i+1,) and y, = -at,1( +1) t
X, =a +a(j + ) and y, = a(1 + 1)

B
N

Coordinates of

129. (b) Tvo diameters y= x and y = m,r are conjugate N (3A +6, 2 + 7, -2 + 7

diameters if mm, = -*a Since, PN is perpendicular from P on the line AB. Then,

direction ratio of
PN 3A + 6-1, 2 + 7-2-2 + 7-3

3A+5, 2+5, -2+4
and direction ratio of given line = < 3, 2-2>

PN L AB

Hence, equation a conjugate diameter is

y=--X or =

There is no option corTect.

130. (a) The line OP of length r makes an angle a with X-axis and

lies in the XZ-plane.
3X3A++ 2 + + (-2 (-2% + 4= 0

= 9+15+ 4+ 10+ 4 8
= 0

17+17 =0
A=-1

Put the value of A in Eq. (i), we get90-a
= (-3+ 6,-2+ 7,2+ ) = (3. 5, 9)

Hence, length of perpendicular from the given point
PN = 3-1' +(5-2 + (9 3

=y(2 +(3)*+(6)*

= 4+9+ 36 = /49 = 7 unitsCoordinates in Y-axis is zero.

and X-axis respect coordinates = rcosa
and Z-axis respect c0ordinates = rcos(90-a)

= rsina

133. (b) Given, line (1) and
Line (11)

Hence, coordinates of P = (rcosa 0 rsin a)

131. (c) Equations of the given planes Direction ratio ofline (1) is (1. 2. 3).

...)Xyt2- 6=0 and direction ratio of line (11)

2x+ 3y+ 4 + 5= 0 ii) A -is(-2 -4, - =0. 2 3)and
-6

The cquatlon of the plane passing through the line of

intersection of the plane Eys. (i) and (ii).

x+ y+7- 6+ (2r + 3y + 47+ 2 = 0

:Planepassing through the point (1.1,1).

Hencc,+l+l -6+ |20)+ 3(0)4 4(0)+ 5] 0

-3+14 a 0

Hence, direction ratio are cqual of both given lines. So, lines
are parallel.(Iil)

134. (b) We have,

from Bq. (ilu)] O4-60+3

OB=40 8
Put the value of , in Eq. (il). O= ai - 52
x+y+7-6+(2 3y + it + 90

14
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138. (d) Given function is f(x) = tanr-x + [x]A- -20 - 11jNow.

SInce. x] is not periodic function.
Slx) is a non-perlodic function.A = (a - 60 - 5s}

Vector are collincar. 139. (b) We have, S(x) = 2sinx

AB =aAC tr) = cosx
We know that (f + 9(x) = Sl)+ 9)-20-11
U+s-i)*)a 60 -55

2sin co

a 60-100
a-100+ 60 140. (d) Given,

a-40, lim 08X

135. (d)We have, ( + )x+h-k+
ix0+tk +i) +îxG+0-+i)

=ixj.k+ 0+ jxki
lim using L' Hospital Rule]

141. (a) We have, y= si=l+1 kj=)
- 2

136. (a)ã - B 6-7 7 -ä ycos
={ -) x(-*)- -)}
(ã x B - x -BxE +bx7)-( -)
a x )- -i x B). ä + (ë x y=-2tan ..i)

On differentiating Bq. (i) w.r.tx, we get-(x ä) +(B x7).7 -(x )-ä
dy=0- .

T i)dx

137.()Gven, Now, let u= V*
A =i -6+ 10k, B = -1 - 3)+ 7k

C S-7+ k, D =7 - 4+ 7k

On differentiating w.r.t. x, we have

(ii)
Then, dr 2

Now,
d Aß-2+ 3 - 3

AC Ai-7+-109k
7-AD 6+ 2 -sk

Volune of tetrahedronja 7)

du
dr 2

142. (d) St)--2
.J2-.if x<2S 2 .ifx22

-23 -3

.l4 -I (-1
6 2 li S()=lntx- 2)

2-2 0
-3

1-2{3-2-10))- X-12-60-10)-X8 + 6)
and ln S() lim(2- )

-2-2 0-2123- 2)- X18-6A)-48
\lso, f2) 2-2066 -46+ 4-1444 1848]

66 -238+ 22]
Since.

22 304 l /) ln S() J(2)

152

22 tultA304 S() Is contiuous at t * 2.
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@cGPET143. (d) Given, e e 27 147. (d)
2 +2= 2 it (1) Let S)

On differentiating. w.r.t. x, ve get

2In2+ 2 In2=2 "In2|1+ 97 S-) = log lo i
ar

12-2Jln2={2*- n2es)d

2-2 = 2*r _> dy

S) is odd function.

22=2-2 2-Xldx = 0

20-2) d2- 148. (c) Given,
x =4y ..0)d_2l-2)

2(2 -1)
..(1i)

X = 4y 2

By solving Eqs. (i) and (ii), intersection point is A (21) and

and 11)- 2

[by Eq. (i)]

=4y

144. (c) Given.

J() =x +

f (x)=1-

f) =1

Now, according to mean value theorem Required area = Shaded region
S'e) = J0-Sla)

b-a

3-1

unit
149. (b) Given,

tv3 tan xdv =|1-tan" xdr
c=V3 c E.3)

tan" x-J, *C to it145. (b) Given function is fly = x'-4
For Rolle's theorem Sta) = Stb) =**tan"-J
Let a = -2 then Sla) = (-2 -4= 4-4 0

and b = 2,then s(b) = (2-4 = 4-4 = 0

Hencc. S-2) = S02)

X. tan' x -log + x)+C

Required interval is -22 150. (a) Given.

146. (a) Given, Je' -(1+ lanx)-secxdr
dr

Jsecxdr+Je tanr-secxdr =¢' + x*)=r'iy =(r*+c') dr
=e secx-e-secx 1an xdr + e' seCx 1anxdr On integrating both sides, we get

=e scCX+ C e +C
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